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RE: FULL-TIME PROJECT ARCHITECT ROLE 

Sibling Architecture is looking for an outstanding and passionate project architect with  
7+ years experience to join our team in Melbourne.

Why work for Sibling
Sibling Architecture is one of Australia’s freshest design practices founded in a spirit of 
collaboration. This social desire to engage in open debate, and with contemporary architectural 
practice, is reflected in our strong mix of projects in the educational and cultural sectors, and 
underpinned by our experience in architecture, urban design, landscape architecture and 
interior design. We are seeking someone interested in leading a variety of projects in scale, 
type and sector: from educational and civic buildings, to urban design, residential architecture, 
design research and exhibition design.

The ideal candidate is design-focused and technically skilled. They are confident in client 
facing-responsibilities and excellent at managing projects and staff. Experience in educational, 
public and cultural projects is preferred along with Revit skills.

You will be responsible for
• Leading and coordinating the design and documentation of multiple projects at  
various stages of a project lifecycle
• Strong time management skills including the capacity to negotiate and prioritise  
conflicting priorities
• Delivering quality projects on time and budget
• Effectively managing clients, consultants and technical specialists
• Conducting regular reviews and quality assurance with your project team
• Nurturing graduates to grow their skillset
• Working closely with the leadership team to contribute to business development  
and advocate for Sibling Architecture
• Contributing to our studio culture of research and learning

Your qualifications
• Degree/s in architecture 
• Registration with the Architects Registration Board of Victoria, or equivalent
• 7+ years experience post-graduation in an architectural practice, including the delivery  
of projects 
• Rights to work in Australia
• Proficiency in Revit and Rhino is advantageous

To apply for this position, please forward your CV and portfolio with Project Architect
in the subject heading to sister@siblingarchitecture.com prior to Friday, August 13. Interviews 
will be held after this date.

 


